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Supplying mammalian cells with certain amino acids can be challenging. These challenges range from 
chemically instable components like L-glutamine to barely soluble ones like L-tyrosine. Scientists in the 
parenteral nutrition space realized early that coupling the troublesome amino acid to another, forming a 
dipeptide, can be an elegant solution1,2. In the field of cell culture, only glutamine-containing dipeptides have 
been established. L-alanyl-L-glutamine is the most common peptide, often sold under a variety of trade names, 
but there are more products with exciting properties that are not commonly used in the field. The study at hand 
summarizes screenings with two different CHO cell lines that measured the impact of replacing single amino 
acids with dipeptides. The dipeptides tackle two types of challenges: glutamine stability and solubility 
enhancement. For the first challenge, alternative glutamine peptides were investigated and compared to the 
current benchmark. It was found that while all of them offered chemical stability, the impact on cell growth, titer 
and metabolites were different. This was shown in both batch and fed-batch experiments. For the second 
challenge, L-tyrosine as well as other critical amino acids were coupled to solubility-increasing amino acids and 
tested for their capability to replace the free amino acids in a cell culture medium. Especially for a glycyl-L-
tyrosine dipeptide, it could be shown that the peptide is utilized by the cells and overcomes the solubility 
challenge at neutral pH. This is of significant relevance to an industrial cell culture user, as the current solution 
to formulate a highly concentrated feed containing L-tyrosine is to use a high pH. That introduces a process risk, 
as a malfunction in process control can lead to a lost batch. Using a L-tyrosine containing dipeptide is shown to 
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